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Defeat of Globalism Is the Story of 2017
 On Dec. 21, as President Trump prepared to leave 
Washington for Christmas at Mar-a-Lago, the White House 
released a list of “81 major accomplishments” during the 
President’s first year in office. A second list touted more 
than 100 other “minor achievements” in 2017.
 His fulfillment of his campaign promise to roll back 
globalism is one of his crowning achievements of the 
year. Without exception, President Trump stood up 
against the incessant pressure by other countries against 
the United States.
 An example of this occurred later the same day 
at the United Nations in New York. The UN General 
Assembly held an emergency session to condemn 
Trump’s decision to move the American embassy to 
Jerusalem, thereby walking into a trap that will come 
back to bite that dysfunctional body.
 Some 128 UN member countries joined in the vote 
against this sovereign decision by the United States, 
while 35 countries abstained and 21 were absent. Only 9 
countries (including the United States and Israel) voted 
against the resolution.
 “The United States will remember this day in which 
it was singled out in this assembly for the very act of 
exercising our right as a sovereign nation,” said U.S. 
Ambassador Nikki Haley. Voting against the United 
States were several of the top recipients of U.S. foreign 
aid such as Egypt, Iraq and Afghanistan.
 Ambassador Haley acted promptly to deliver on 
her promise of consequences. The U.S. Mission to the 
United Nations announced that next year’s UN budget 
would be slashed by over $285 million and warned 
that further reductions would also be made to the UN’s 
management and support functions.
 “We will no longer let the generosity of the American 
people be taken advantage of,” Haley said in a statement, 
adding that the “inefficiency and overspending” of the 
organization is well-known. The timing of her statement 
sends a clear message.

 For many years, Uncle Sap has been paying 22% 
of the body’s annual operating budget, costing us $1.2 
billion in 2017-2018. We also pay 28.5% of the $6.8 
billion annual cost of peacekeeping operations.
 After the vote, Haley reminded the assembly that the 
U.S. was “by far the single largest contributor to the UN” 
and would remember the vote “when we are called upon 
to once again make the world’s largest contribution to the 
United Nations, and we will remember it when so many 
countries come calling on us, as they so often do, to pay 
even more and to use our influence for their benefit.”
 “I must also say today: when we make generous 
contributions to the UN, we also have expectation that 
we will be respected,” she said. “What’s more, we are 
being asked to pay for the dubious privileges of being 
disrespected.”
 Haley added: “If our investment fails, we have an 
obligation to spend our investment in other ways … The 
United States will remember this day.”
 Before the vote, the President Trump spoke at a White 
House cabinet meeting about the vote scheduled for the 
next day. “They take hundreds of millions of dollars and 
even billions of dollars, and then they vote against us,” 
he said. “Well, we’ll be watching those votes. Let them 
vote against us; we’ll save a lot. We don’t care.
 “But this isn’t like it used to be, where they could vote 
against you, and then you pay them hundreds of millions 
of dollars and nobody knows what they’re doing. We’re 
not going to be taken advantage of any longer.”
 Three weeks earlier, Haley announced that the 
Trump Administration had properly withdrawn from the 
UN Global Compact for Migration, which claims to be 
aimed at protecting the rights of refugees and migrants. 
Its real purpose is to give refugees and migrants the right 
to resettle in the countries of their choice (the United 
States and Europe) while fighting what is misnamed 
as xenophobia, racism, and discrimination towards 
refugees and migrants.



 “No country has done more than the United States, and 
our generosity will continue,” Haley said in a statement. 
“But our decisions on immigration policies must always 
be made by Americans and Americans alone.”
 “We will decide how best to control our borders 
and who will be allowed to enter our country,” Haley 
continued. “The global approach is simply not compatible 
with U.S. sovereignty.”
 Secretary of State Rex Tillerson explained that “we 
simply cannot in good faith support a process that could 
undermine the sovereign right of the United States to 
enforce our immigration laws and secure our borders.” 
He stressed that it “is the primary responsibility of 
sovereign states to help ensure that migration is safe, 
orderly, and legal.”
 As 2017 came to an end, so did the century-long 
push for globalism. Thank you, President Trump!

Open for Business, not Phony Free Trade
 A few days before delivering his report to Congress 
on the State of the Union, President Trump took a 
victory lap at the World Economic Forum in Davos, 
Switzerland. That’s the annual gathering of CEOs, 
celebrities, and liberal politicians who think they run the 
global economy.
 Trump was not on the initial guest list for Davos, 
and few in the audience were pleased when he decided 
to crash their party. After all, Trump had won the 
presidency partly by campaigning against the global 
elites who dominate the goings-on in Davos.
 “The world is witnessing the resurgence of a strong 
and prosperous America,” Trump told the world’s movers 
and shakers. “There has never been a better time to hire, to 
build, to invest and to grow in the United States. America 
is open for business, and we’re competitive once again.”
 Trump flattered his reluctant audience of “business 
titans, industry giants and many of the brightest minds in 
many fields.” But he warned them that they owe “a duty 
of loyalty to the people, workers, customers, who made 
you who you are.”
 In an obvious reference to China, Trump said: “The 
U.S. will no longer turn a blind eye to unfair economic 
practices including massive intellectual property theft, 
industrial subsidies and pervasive state-led economic 
planning. These and other predatory behaviors are 
distorting the global markets and harming businesses 
and workers, not just in the U.S. but around the globe.”
 President Trump sent a high-powered advance team 
to Davos including Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin 
and Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross. At a press 
conference the day before Trump arrived, the cabinet 
secretaries pushed back against the media’s disdain for 

the American president.
 When a reporter asked the inevitable, tiresome 
question of whether Trump’s America First policy would 
start a trade war, Wilbur Ross was ready with a crisp 
answer. “There have always been trade wars,” he said. 
“The difference now is U.S. troops are now coming to 
the ramparts.”
 “Trade wars are fought every single day,” Secretary 
Ross continued. “Unfortunately, every single day 
there are various parties violating the rules and taking 
advantage.”
 Ross’s comments echoed what the president told 
CEOs at the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation 
(APEC) conference in November. “We are not going to 
let the United States be taken advantage of anymore,” he 
said. “From this day forward, we will compete on a fair 
and equal basis.”
 The day before Secretary Ross spoke in Davos, 
President Trump signed off on a recommendation to 
impose tariffs of up to 30% on Chinese-made solar panels 
and up to 50% on large residential washing machines 
from South Korea. These remedies for unfair trade 
practices are authorized by Section 201 of the Trade Act 
of 1974 and were recommended by the independent U.S. 
International Trade Commission.
 The decision was announced by Robert Lighthizer, 
who works at the White House as U.S. Trade 
Representative. As Lighthizer declared, “The president’s 
action makes clear again that the Trump administration 
will always defend American workers, farmers, ranchers, 
and businesses.”
 The trade action was welcomed by employees of 
Whirlpool, the Michigan-based appliance manufacturer 
that employs 10,000 Americans at five plants in Ohio. 
Whirlpool announced it would immediately hire 200 
more manufacturing workers at its plant in Clyde, Ohio.
 “This is a victory for American workers and 
consumers alike,” said Whirlpool’s Chairman Jeff Fettig, 
who wasn’t invited to Davos. “By enforcing our existing 
trade laws, President Trump has ensured American 
workers will compete on a level playing field with their 
foreign counterparts, enabled new manufacturing jobs 
here in America and will usher in a new era of innovation 
for consumers everywhere.”
 In a rare act of bipartisanship, Trump’s decision 
was praised by both of Ohio’s U.S. Senators, including 
Democratic Senator Sherrod Brown, who’s up for 
reelection this year, and Republican Senator Rob 
Portman, who had Lighthizer’s job during the free-trading 
George W. Bush administration. “After moving their 
production from overseas back to Clyde, Ohio,” Portman 
said, “Whirlpool has had to fight a series of cases against 



companies who would rather cheat than compete.”
 Trump was predictably criticized by the hard core 
of never-Trumpers such as Nebraska’s Republican U.S. 
Senator Ben Sasse and the columnist George Will, who 
called it protectionism. But the broad public support for a 
policy of putting Americans first shows why Trump won 
the states of Ohio, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin 
and Iowa in 2016 and can do so again in 2020.
 Back in Washington, Trump told reporters that his 
State of the Union address would be “a very important 
speech on trade. The world has taken advantage of us on 
trade for many years and, as you probably noticed, we’re 
stopping that. We’re stopping it cold.”
 “We have to have reciprocal trade,” Trump declared. 
“It’s not a one-way deal anymore.” 

Small Business Needed for  
Economic Growth

 While large corporations dominate the news and 
the lobbying in D.C., economists have long known 
that small business is the real engine to drive economic 
growth. Headlines about big business are more likely to 
mention “massive layoffs” than any hiring plans.
 Small business and innovation by small inventors are 
essential to our economy, as some of them will become 
the big employers of tomorrow. Kodak and Xerox were 
just two of the successful businesses founded on an idea 
of a small inventor, and a patent that secured for him the 
fruits of his labor.
 Yet today 80% of challenged patents are invalidated 
in some way by the Patent and Trademark Office, without 
the patent owner ever getting his day in court. Imagine 
the outrage if homes or other property were taken away 
by an administrative agency without a court hearing.
 On the Monday after Thanksgiving, the Supreme 
Court held lively oral argument in a challenge supported 
by small inventors to how the federal government 
is taking away their property in deprivation of their 
Seventh Amendment right to a jury trial. Several 
Justices expressed dismay at how our patent system, 
once the envy of the world, has become a victim of the 
administrative state.
 Due to a federal law enacted in 2011, the America 
Invents Act, the Patent Office changes its mind and 
tosses out most of the patents that it previously issued, if 
someone asks it to. Anyone – a competitor, a disgruntled 
employee, or even a stranger – can ask the Patent Office 
to strike down a previously issued patent, without the 
right of the patent-holder to have a trial in court.
 During the one-hour hearing before the Supreme 
Court, Justice Breyer expressed alarm at how a patent 
can be in existence for 10 years, with $40 billion invested 

in developing it, and “then suddenly somebody comes in 
and says: Oh, oh, we want it reexamined, not in court 
but by the Patent Office.” Phyllis Schlafly opposed this 
bad law at the time, but corporate lobbyists pushed it 
through.
 Our economy depends heavily on new inventions 
to grow, because cheaper labor will always be available 
in other countries. Our competitors, such as China, 
recognize how important innovation is, and they 
force American companies to share the secrets of our 
inventions with them.
 The result has been devastating to the real elements 
of economic growth: jobs and wages. As a result, only 
63% of potential workers are actually working in the 
United States. This labor participation rate is near its 38-
year record low, set during the Obama Administration.
 Likewise, wages have barely kept up with inflation 
in recent years. This is in sharp contrast with nearly 
two decades ago, when hourly pay was increasing at 
a much healthier rate of 4%. When the Governor of 
Virginia issues a press release to brag about a company 
in his State creating merely 15 new jobs, as Democratic 
Governor McAuliffe did in November, it underscores 
how scarce good jobs are. Pandering to lobbyists of big 
corporations will not help.
 The American economy grew fastest when the 
incentives of our unique patent system existed for small 
inventors. Buoyed by the inventions of Thomas Edison 
and Alexander Graham Bell, our economy boomed in 
the late 1800s. Thomas Edison obtained more than a 
thousand American patents, which enabled him to attract 
large investments. With such funding Edison was able to 
light up New York City in September of 1882, using his 
new electricity-generating power plant.
 Raymond P. Niro explained how important the 
rights of small inventors are to a prosperous future, in 
an article available on the helpful website IPWatchdog.
com. He listed nearly three dozen inventions that have 
changed the world, all by “individual inventors who 
ultimately formed companies to exploit their ideas, but 
who initially manufactured nothing.”
 Justice Sotomayor asked rhetorically during the oral 
argument, “If I own something, … how can a government 
agency take that right away without due process of law 
at all? Isn’t that the whole idea of Article III, that only a 
court can adjudicate that issue?”
 Indeed, and it is ironic that while Congress takes 
credit for boosting our economy with tax reform, it is 
actually the Supreme Court that may do more for job 
and wage growth if it rules in favor of small inventors 
in the Oil States case. Congress seems uninterested 
in helping small inventors and small business, but the 
Court might. 
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Marijuana Lights Up the Wrong Way
 Attorney General Jeff Sessions is being attacked on 
both sides of the aisle for rescinding the Obama policy that 
opened the floodgates to marijuana addiction. Funded by 
libertarian billionaires such as the Koch brothers, pro-pot 
senators like Cory Gardner are demanding that AG Sessions 
stand down and continue Obama’s misguided policy.
 Sessions rescinded Obama’s command that the 
Department of Justice ignore federal law against 
marijuana production and sales.  Instead, he instructed 
U.S. Attorneys to begin enforcing well-established 
federal statutes against large-scale cultivation and 
distribution of marijuana. These federal laws preempt 
state law, particularly in Colorado and California where 
a culture of pot addiction has virtually taken over.
 Sessions wrote on January 4th that “today’s memo 
on federal marijuana enforcement simply directs all U.S. 
Attorneys to use previously established prosecutorial 
principles that provide them all the necessary tools to 
disrupt criminal organizations, tackle the growing drug 
crisis, and thwart violent crime across our country.”
 That hardly seems controversial, but money talks 
and politicians beholden to mega-donors went ballistic 
in response. Senator Cory Gardner, who heads the 
misguided fundraising arm of Republican senators, 
even took to the Senate floor to rail against Sessions for 
wanting to enforce the law.
 Sen. Gardner is the same guy who is pushing the 
agenda of the same mega-donors to enact amnesty for 
certain illegal aliens, wanted for their cheap labor. Yet 
every time Gardner opens his mouth he makes it more 
difficult for Republicans in Congress to hold onto their 
majority in the upcoming midterm elections, because 
American voters reject Republican candidates who 
support either amnesty or legalized pot.
 New Year’s Day rang in the sale of pot in retail stores 
in California, which expands the hazards it poses to the 
public there. In addition, anyone over the age of 21 may 
smoke pot on private property now in California, simply 
to get high over and over again.
 This push for pot is not really coming from the 
freedom-loving culture of rock music. Instead, like 
gambling, legalizing pot is driven by a multi-decade 
campaign of investors seeking to profit from cannabis, 
as it’s now being advertised for marketing purposes.
 First it was sold to the American people under the 
guise of “medical marijuana,” and predictably anyone 
with a little back or joint pain was obtaining prescriptions 
to get high. The strategy was to open the door to the 
inevitable recreational use by anyone, which is occurring 
now in eight states.
 This is too much even for rock fans, as California’s 
popular Coachella Valley Music and Arts Festival recently 

responded to the legalization of marijuana by banning it at 
its concerts: “Sorry bro. Marijuana and marijuana products 
aren’t allowed inside the … Festival. Even in 2018 and 
beyond.”
 If concerts won’t allow smoking pot, why do the rest 
of us have to put up with its pungent odor and harmful 
consequences? Costly emergency room visits by “potheads” 
and deadly car accidents are just two of the burdens that 
rampant marijuana addiction brings to our society.
 Among traffic fatalities in Colorado when operators 
were tested for marijuana, 25% of those crashes had an 
operator who tested positive for the drug. This is a sharp 
increase since marijuana was legalized there, and the real 
number may be higher because unlike alcohol there is no 
close correlation between impairment and tissue levels.
 Although supposedly limited to adults, marijuana 
use by youths between 12 and 17 years old, and college-
age adults between 18 and 25, has risen sharply in 
Colorado since pot was legalized there four years ago. 
Now Colorado has the highest rate of marijuana use by 
youths in the country, according to the Rocky Mountain 
High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area.
 Meanwhile, the town of Pueblo, Colorado, is 
buckling under the expense of “marijuana migrants,” 
attracted to the town’s pro-marijuana publicity. Instead 
of finding real work, however, these marijuana migrants 
live mostly in boxes, resorting to buckets as toilets.
 Billionaire George Soros has been behind the push to 
legalize marijuana around the country, but the problem 
now is that he has been joined by a few billionaires 
associated with the right side of the political spectrum. 
They are misleading GOP politicians to make the 
colossal mistake of embracing this leftist agenda item.
 Starved for money to finance their campaigns for 
office in 2018, hopeful Republican candidates will feel 
the pressure to cave in to pro-pot demands of mega-
donors. But while Democrats can get away with that, 
Republican candidates surely cannot.
 The vast majority of our country, and particularly 
working-class Republicans, reject the legalization 
of marijuana with all of its harmful consequences. 
Republican candidates for office who go along with the 
demands of billionaire donors to endorse their pro-pot 
agenda will see their own candidacies go up in smoke 
among voters.


